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Abstract—Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technique
is gaining increasing popularity in supply chain for the product
management. By attaching a tag to each product, a reader
can employ an authentication protocol to interrogate the tag’s
information for verification, which facilitates the automatic
processing and monitoring of products in many applications.
However, most current solutions cannot be directly used as they
cannot balance the tradeoff between the privacy and efficiency
for individual parties. In this paper, we design a bidirectional
efficiency-privacy transferable (BEST) authentication protocol
to address this issue. In a relatively secure domain, BEST works
in an efficient manner to authenticate batches of tags with less
privacy guarantee. Once the tags flow into open environment,
BEST can migrate to provide stronger privacy protection to the
tags with moderate efficiency degradation. The analytic result
shows that BEST can well adapt to the RFID-enabled supply
chain.

Keywords-RFID; Supply chain; Authentication; Privacy;
Communication efficiency

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the non-line-of-sight nature and cost-effectiveness,

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology [23] has

been an important enabling solution for everyday applica-

tions, among which the most important one is supply chain

management. A typical RFID-enabled supply chain usually

involves the flow of tag batches among multiple parties.

The tagged products are created by manufacturers and

flow across various entities such as professional logistical

companies, commercial points, customers, and so on. In

the process of the supply chain, tags normally store the

information related to products they attach to and are verified

by different parties [4]. Specifically, when a party receives a

batch of tags, it can use an RFID reader to remotely collect

tags’ information for verification such that fake tags can

be identified and filtered out. Accordingly, products can be

monitored and prevented from being stolen and replaced by

malicious adversaries during the transformation.

The authentication operation has two fundamental require-

ments: privacy protection and communication efficiency. On

one hand, a tag suffers from private threats due to its low

cost design. An adversary can launch various attacks to

steal the private information of tags. On the other hand,

as the number of tags increases, communication efficiency

becomes a bottleneck of processing time [17] for two

reasons. First, since each tag needs to generate a reply for

authentication, a large volume of data need to be retrieved.

Second, to avoid collisions among tag replies, sophisticated

scheduling mechanisms need to be used during the authen-

tication process, which results in additional communication

overhead. As shown in [17], the communication overhead

to authenticate a tag batch with 10000 tags is 14 minutes in

ideal transmission conditions, which is unpractical in large-

scale RFID systems. In the RFID-enabled supply chain sce-

nario, things become more complicated as the two require-

ments dynamically change when tags flow across different

domains. At the beginning, batches of tagged products are

processed through a series of manufacturers to complete the

production. During the production process, a large volume

of batches are transferred under a secure environment as

each party has professional trucks and warehouses to transfer

and store tags [19]. This motivates a party to concern more

on the communication efficiency to facilitate the production

process for economic reasons [4]. After the production,

tagged products are distributed through logistical companies

to individual customers. During the distribution process,

large volume of batches are subdivided into small sets and

distributed to multiple parties under an open environment

[19]. In this scenario, communication efficiency is not a

bottleneck and a party concerns more on the privacy as it

is easier for an adversary to launch various attacks against

tags [2].

Although there have been many approaches proposed

to address the privacy and efficiency concerns in RFID

systems, most of those approaches separately address the

two concerns related to individual entities. They are not

suitable for the supply chain scenario where we may have

dynamic trade-off on privacy and efficiency. Recently, Cai

et al. [27] propose a protocol set to balance the security

and computation efficiency in supply chain scenario. Un-

fortunately, computation efficiency is not the bottleneck of

the efficiency aspect as hash computations can be efficiently

processed by powerful computers. In this paper, we jointly

study the dynamic requirements of the privacy protection and
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Table I
NOTATIONS USED IN THIS PAPER

Notation Description
f a frame size

fi a slot in a frame

r1, r2, r3 random numbers generated by the reader

tj a tag

idj an ID of a tag

(rj2, kj ) a pair of secret values shared between reader and a
tag tj

dj a record maintained by reader for a tag tj

curj a record used to save a new generated (rj2, kj ) after
a successful authentication

prej a record used to save an old (rj2, kj )

newj during each legal authentication, a new secret pair is
generated to update (rj2, kj ), newj is a record at the
reader side to save this new secret pair

R a message broadcasted by the reader in the first round
communication

E a response of a tag in the first round communication

U a message broadcasted by the reader at the end of each
slot fi in the second round communication

h() a hash function

the communication efficiency in RFID-enabled supply chain.

We first identify and summarize the dynamic requirements

of supply chains. We then design a lightweight bidirectional

efficiency-privacy transferable authentication (BEST) proto-

col to satisfy the dynamic requirements. BEST works as

a private preserving authentication protocol with dynamical

balance between the privacy and communication efficiency.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

discusses the related works. We analyze the properties of

RFID-Enabled supply chain and discuss its issues in section

III. We present the design of BEST in Section IV. In Sections

V and VI, we analyze the security and efficiency issues on

our proposed system. We conclude this work in section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Currently, many works have been proposed to solve the

privacy and efficiency concerns in RFID systems. Private

preserving authentication (PPA) protocols [1], [2], [6], [7],

[8], [9], [12], [14], [21] are such a type of protocols that

allow a legal reader to authenticate the validity of a tag with

privacy protection. In these protocols, a reader interacts with

a tag in a three-round interaction to authenticate it. During

the authentication, the reader first probes the tag via a query

message with a nonce. Instead of answering the query in

plaintext, the tag replies with a ciphertext using a secret key

shared with the reader. The reader searches all the keys that it

holds in the back-end database. If the tag is valid, the reader

can find a proper key to recover the authentication message

from the ciphertext, and thereby identify the tag. Most of

these protocols, however, are communication inefficient as

each tag authentication requires a three-round of message

exchanges.

Besides PPA, Many approaches [15], [16], [24], [3], [18],

[22], [10], [11], [26] have been proposed to efficiently

acquire various information of a large volume of tags. ID

collection algorithms [15], [16], [24] are proposed to acquire

the ID of each tag in a large tag batch. Different with the

data collection in sensor networks [25], the challenge here

is that each tag replies a one-hop message simultaneously,

which causes serious collisions. ID collection algorithms

aim to settle this challenge by providing elegant scheduling

mechanisms so that each tag can returns its ID correctly.

Cardinality estimation [3], [18], [22] aims to estimate the

cardinality of a large tag batch. Different with ID collection

algorithms, each tag replies a short string to claim its exis-

tence. These replies do not need to be recovered individually

at the reader side and can be directly used to estimate the

cardinality. Missing tag monitoring [10], [11] aims to check

if some tags are stolen from a large tag batch. Similar with

cardinality estimation, each tag replies a short string to claim

its existence. As the missing tags do not reply anymore,

the whole reply pattern of the tag batch will change which

will be detected by the tag owner. The advantage of this

type of protocols is the high communication efficiency since

only a small amount of data needs to be retrieved for the

analysis. However, this type of protocols neither provides the

basic authentication mechanism nor the privacy protection

for tags.

Based on Anti-collision algorithms, Yang et al. [17]

design a batch authentication protocol SEBA to detect fake

tags in tag batches. Given a batch of tags, a reader first

broadcasts a size of frame, which consists of a series of

time slots, to the tags. Then, each tag uses a secret key

shared with the reader to choose a slot within the size and

reply an echo at that slot. As the reader has all the secret

keys of the tags, it can pre-compute a correct reply pattern

of the frame and then compare it with the one formed by

the tags. As fake tags do not know the secret keys, they may

arbitrarily choose a slot to reply. This will make the reply

pattern of tags deviate from the correct one and thus, fake

tags can be detected with certain probability. SEBA enjoys

high communication efficiency as each tag only needs to

reply a short echo. Unfortunately, it cannot provide privacy

protection for tags.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTION

We first briefly discuss the communication model used in

our RFID system. We then introduce our system model and

analyze the requirements we aim to achieve. For simplicity,

we term ”a batch of tagged products” as ”a tag batch” in

the remainder of this paper.
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Figure 1. An example of the communication pattern.

A. Communication model

The communication pattern for our RFID system is based

on the framed-slotted ALOHA model, which is used for

the tag identification. An identification instance among the

reader and a tag batch is composed of multiple frames.

Each frame is further partitioned into slots. In an instance of

identification, the reader first broadcasts a begin command

containing the frame size f to inform the tags that a new

frame starts. Each tag that probes this command will reply

its ID at slot h(ID) mod f where h() is a hash function

and ID is the identity of it. The reader then sequentially

scans every slot in the frame. At the end of each slot, the

reader perceives the slot as an empty slot, if no tag replies

in this slot; a singleton slot, if a single tag replies in this

slot, and a collision slot, if multiple tags reply in this slot

simultaneously. After that, the reader broadcasts a command

to end the slot. On the other hand, the tags that choose the

current slot to reply can choose to keep active or silent based

on this command in the subsequent frames. At the end of

the frame, the reader sends an end command to terminate

the whole frame. After that, the reader can decide to start a

new frame or to end the identification instance. Fig. 1 shows

an example with six tags. Suppose there are N tags and let

f denotes the frame length, the probability of the ith slot

is an empty slot, a singleton slot, or a collision slot can be

computed as follows:

P0(N, f) = (1− 1

f
)N

P1(N, f) = N
1

f
(1− 1

f
)N−1

PX(N, f) = 1− P0(N, f)− P1(N, f)

B. System model and requirements analysis

We consider three types of parties: a set of manufacturers

{Ti}, a set of logistical companies {Li} and a set of

customers {Ci} in our supply chain model. The internal

Secure environment Open environment

T1 T2 T3 {Li} {Ci}

Figure 2. An illustration of RFID-enable supply chain.

structure of the supply chain can be divided into two

processes: production process and distribution process. In

the production process, a large number of tag batches are

processed through a series of manufacturers {Ti} under a

secure environment. The whole process can be formalized

as T1→T2· · ·→TN . After the production, the tag batches

are further distributed through a set of logistical companies

{Li} to a set of customers {Ci} under an open environment.

In each distribution, the batches are divided into multiple

small sets and distributed to a set of parties. The whole

process can be formalized as TN→{Li}→{Ci}. Fig. 2

shows an example. As shown in fig. 2, six tag batches are

processed through three manufacturers T1, T2 and T3 under

a secure environment. After the production, they are further

distributed through a set of logistical companies {Li} to a set

of customers {Ci} under an open environment. Specifically,

T3 first distributes the six tag batches to three logistical

companies with each acquires two batches. Each logistical

company further distributes its two batches to two customers

with each acquires one batch.

Our goal is to design a bidirectional efficiency-privacy

transformation protocol for tag batches to meet the dynamic

requirements from different parties when tags flow through

the supply chain. As we can see, each tag batch flows

through a path from the initial manufacturer T1 to a customer

Ci. During the transformation, each party may be in a secure

environment or an open environment, and thus has different

requirements to the tag batch. Given a tag batch, we classify

two kinds of tags in the batch: fake tags and valid tags. With

this classification, we identify two kinds of requirements for

the tag batch: efficiency-oriented authentication and privacy-
oriented authentication as follows.

Efficiency-oriented authentication: Given a tag batch

Bi, the validity of the tags needs to be authenticated with

high communication efficiency. On the other hand, privacy

protection of valid tags in the batch is not critical and can

be ignored.

Privacy-oriented authentication: Given a tag batch Bi,
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the validity of the tags needs to be authenticated and the

privacy of the valid tags needs to be protected. Specifically,

we consider a wide range of privacy protections which have

been commonly considered in PPA include: (1) Unlinkable-
privacy: each time a valid tag is successfully updated, the

adversary can not link the replies of the tag before the

update with the ones after the update. (2) Forward/backward-
untreacability: when a tag is transferred between two parties,

each of them owns the sensitive information of the tag. A

malicious party may use this information to explore the

other’s privacy. Forward/backward untreacability defenses

against this attack. (3) forward privacy: due to its cost

concern, a tag can be easily compromised by the adversary.

The adversary can read the secret information stored in the

tag to reveal the previous transaction of the tag. Forward
privacy aims to prevent such an attack. On the other hand,

relatively low communication efficiency should be tolerant.

When a tag batch flows through a series of parties, each

party in the secure environment aims the first requirement

and each party in the open environment aims the second

requirement.

IV. PROTOCOL DESIGN

A. Basic idea

BEST is constructed by combining a privacy-preserving

protocol O-FRAP [8] and an efficient probabilistic technique

[11], [17]. Specifically, BEST consists of two components:

initialization and batch-authentication. When an initial man-

ufacturer T1 produces a tag batch Bi with cardinality N , it

performs an initialization procedure to initialize the internal

information of the tag batch and generates a record batch

Di. T1 then injects both the tag batch Bi and the message

(N , Di) into the supply chain. When a party receives Bi

and (N , Di), it performs a batch-authentication procedure

to authenticate the validity of Bi. The batch-authentication

component provides two sub protocols: multi round-checker

and three phase-detector and the party can flexibly choose

one of the two sub protocols based on its requirement. The

design of BEST relies on the following three key points.

Key point 1: To achieve the second requirement, each tag

in the tag batch needs to be interrogated by the reader in an

authentication process. The reason is that as the valid tags

are mixed with the fake tags, we need to first interrogate a

tag to decide its validity and then update its internal state if

it is valid. To protect the privacy of all the valid tags, each

tag needs to be interrogated. This motivates us to design

a sub protocol called multi-round checker to check each

tag in a tag batch. Multi-round checker employs a privacy-

preserving protocol O-FRAP [8] and incurs a relatively high

communication efficiency. Intuitively, each tag must reply in

a single slot to be correctly interrogated. This means that the

collision slots and empty slots in a frame are useless, and

the party has to repeat multiple frames until each tag can

choose at least one singleton slot to reply.

Key point 2: To achieve the first requirement, commu-

nication efficiency should be largely improved. To achieve

this goal, we remove the per-tag interrogation manner as

analyzed below. First, as privacy protection is not a critical

point in the first requirement, we do not need to interrogate

all the valid tags. Second, if we can show that there is no fake

tag in the tag batch, all fake tags need not to be interrogated.

This motivates us to design a sub protocol called three-phase

detector to first detect fake tags for a tag batch. Three-phase

detector uniquely combines O-FRAP [8] and an efficient

probabilistic technique [11], [17], and does not need to

interrogate each tag in the tag batch. Specifically, three-phase

detector could use both collision slots and singleton slots to

detect fake tags, which largely improves the communication

efficiency. Obviously, if no fake tags are detected for a tag

batch, the first requirement is automatically achieved against

the tag batch.

Key point 3: In key point 2, we show that under certain

condition, three-phase detector can be used to achieve the

first requirement. We further observe that as the first re-

quirement is raised in a secure environment, it is reasonable

to assume that only a small fraction of tag batches contain

fake tags. This means that a party in a secure environment

can first use three-phase detector to scan the received tag

batches to achieve the first requirement in most cases. This

ensures that valid tag batches can be quickly transferred to

downstream parties and only the tag batches that contain

fake tags are retained for further checking (for example,

interrogate each tag one by one to filter all the fake tags).

B. Initialization

Suppose a manufacturer T1 generates a tag batch Bi with

cardinality N . T1 then creates an empty record batch Di

and initializes each tag tj∈Bi as follows. T1 generates a

production message mj , which contains a unique ID of tj ,

the production date and other production description about

the product tagged by tj . T1 then generates a secret pair (rj2,

kj) and loads the pair to tj . The rj2 is a random number

used in authentication and the kj is tj’s secure key. Finally,

T1 creates a record dj=(mj , prej , curj) and adds it to Di.

prej and curj are two subrecords to save the secret pair (rj2,

kj). Initially, prej = (⊥, ⊥) and curj = (rj2, kj). After the

initialization, T1 injects the tag batch Bi and the message

(N , Di) into the supply chain.

We also introduce two algorithms of O-FRAP [8] which

are used by tags and readers respectively. Algorithm 1 is

used by a tag to generate a response and Algorithm 2 is used

by a reader to verify a tag in a singleton slot. Algorithm
2 uses an operation called update(). Suppose a reader runs

Algorithm 2 to verify a tag tj . During the procedure, both

the reader and tj agree on a new secret pair (r′j2, k′j) and
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Algorithm 1 Tag reply generation

Input:
secret pair (rj2, kj), random number r1

Procedure:
1: compute a hash value h(kj ||r1||rj2);

2: divide h(kj ||rj ||rj2) into four equal length-parts:

p1||p2||p3||p4;

3: compute r′j2 as: r′j2←rj2;

4: update rj2 as: rj2←p1;

5: return the message E = 〈p2||r′j2〉

use it to update the shared (rj2, kj). The reader uses a

subrecord newj to save the newly generated pair (r′j2, k′j).

Also, the reader will detect whether the tj is using prej
or curj currently. If tj uses curj , the reader will replace

prej with curj and curj with newj . If tj uses prej instead,

then curj is replaced with newj , while prej is preserved. We

denote the above operation as update(newj , dj).

C. Batch-authentication

When a party receives the tag batch Bi and a message

(N , Di), the party performs a batch-authentication proce-

dure against Bi. Batch-authentication consists of two sub

protocols: three phase-detector and multi round-checker. If

the party prefers the first requirement, it can choose three

phase-detector. If it prefers the second requirement, it can

choose multi round-checker.

Three phase-detector: This protocol provides an efficient

fake tag detection mechanism with no privacy protection.

To start, the party first selects an optimal frame size f (the

computation of f will be given in the next section) and a

random number r1. the party then creates an empty list L.

For each dj=(mj , prej , curj) in Di, the party adds curj to

L. The party then constructs a response vector ERV which

is a state map with size f. Each element ERV [i](1≤i≤f )

has three states, which we present as 0, 1 and 2. Initially,

each ERV [i] is set to 0. For each secret pair (rj2, kj) in

L, the party computes h(kj ||r1) mod f and checks the state

of ERV [h(kj ||r1) mod f ]. If ERV [h(kj ||r1) mod f ]=0, sets

it to 1. If ERV [h(kj ||r1) mod f ]=1, sets it to 2. Else do

nothing.

After that, the party broadcasts the message R = 〈r1||f 〉 to

Bi. When receiving R, each tag tj computes a slot number

fj = h(kj ||r1) mod f, runs algorithm 1 to generate a message

E = 〈p2||r′j2〉 and replies E at slot fi. On the other hand,

the party overhears the communication channel to retrieve

responses from the tags. At each slot fi (1≤i≤f ), if fi is

empty, this means that no tag replies on this slot. The party

directly moves to fi+1. Otherwise, the party interrogates tags

in the following two manners:

Precise detection: If fi is a singleton slot, the party re-

trieves a single message E from this slot and runs Algorithm

Algorithm 2 Tag response verification

Input:
the record batch Di={d1, d2, . . .dN}, random number

r1, tag’s reply E
Procedure:

1: parse E as 〈p2||r′j2〉
2: for each record dj=(mj , prej , curj) and each secure

key k′j ∈ {k′j1, k′j2}, where k′j1 and k′j2 are the secure

keys contained in curj and prej respectively (1 ≤ j ≤
N) do

3: compute h(k′j ||r1||r′j2);

4: parse h(k′j ||r1||r′j2) as four equal length-parts:

p′1||p′2||p′3||p′4;

5: decide if p′2 = p2;

6: if equal then
7: generate newj = (p′1, p′4);

8: execute the operation update(newj , dj);

9: exit for
10: else
11: return to step 2;

12: end if
13: end for

2 to authenticate the tag. If the tag is accepted, the party

broadcasts the message U = p′3 at the end of fi and moves to

next slot. Otherwise, the party stops and asserts the existence

of fake tags.

Probabilistic detection: If fi is a collision slot, the party

searches ERS[fi]. If ERS[fi] < 2, which means that at most

one valid tag exists but more than two tags replies at this slot,

the party asserts the existence of fake tags. Otherwise, the

party generates a dummy string and broadcasts a message

U =dummy string at the end of fi and moves to next slot.

After checking each slot of the frame, Bi will be accepted

as valid if no fake tags are detected. For each tag tj which

chooses fi to reply, it will overhear the communication

channel at the end of fi to receive a message U from the

reader. tj then checks whether U = p3? If yes, tj updates its

key kj as kj←p4; else it does nothing. After that, tj keeps

silent in the remainder of the authentication.

Multi round-checker: This protocol provides a low ef-

ficient fake tag checking mechanism with strong privacy

protection. To start with, the party first selects an optimal

frame size f =N (the expected number of singleton slots

attains maximum when f equals the current active tags) and

a random number r1. The party then creates an empty list

S1 and broadcasts the message R = 〈r1||f 〉 to Bi. After

receiving R, each tj computes a slot number fi = h(kj ||r1)

mod f, runs algorithm 1 to generate a message E = 〈p2||r′j2〉
and replies E at slot fi.

On the other hand, the party overhears the communication

channel at each slot fi to retrieve responses from the tags. At
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each slot fi (1≤i≤f ), if fi is empty (fi = 0) or collided (fi =

X), the party broadcasts a message U=dummy string to end

this slot and moves to fi+1. Otherwise, a single message E
is received and the party runs Algorithm 2 to authenticate

the tag. If the tag is accepted, we say that the tag is correctly

authenticated. The party then broadcasts the message U =

p′3 to end this slot, adds dj to S1 and moves to next slot.

Otherwise, the tag is identified as fake and the party directly

moves to next slot.

For each tag tj which chooses fi to reply, it will overhear

the communication channel at the end of fi to receive a

message U from the reader. After that, tj checks whether U
= p3? If yes, tj updates its key kj as kj←p4 and keeps silent

in the remainder of the authentication; else does nothing and

keeps active in the next frame. At the end of the frame, the

party decides whether |S1|<N? If yes, the party chooses a

new random number r1 and computes a frame size f=N -

|S1| and restarts a new frame with (r1, f ). The above process

is repeated until no tag replies.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this study, we consider two types of attacks launched

by an adversary: (1) fake tag injection attack: the adversary

may replace some valid tags from a tag batch with fake ones.

(2) various attacks to explore the privacy of valid tags. We

then analyze the resistance of BEST against these attacks.

A. Security of three phase-detector

Fake tag detection: The analysis is similar with [17].

Let the cardinality of the tag batch is N and assuming there

are εN (1≥ε≥0) fake tags in the batch. Three phase-detector

provides two manners: precise detection and probabilistic

detection to detect fake tags in a tag batch. Precise detection

checks all the singleton slots in the frame. Based on the

security of [8], if the tag replied in a singleton slot is a fake

one, it is computationally hard for the fake tag to pass the

precise authentication. As a result, the detection probability

PPP
fi

of this case is:

PPP
fi = P0(N(1− ε), f)P1(Nε, f) (1)

Probabilistic detection checks all the collision slots in the

frame. For a collision slot fi, the party checks the state of

ERV [fi]. If ERV [fi] < 2, fake tags can be detected. Specif-

ically, consider the following two sub cases. If ERV [fi] = 0,

there should be no any valid tag selecting this slot. But the

result shows that more than one tag chooses this slot. Fake

tags can thus be detected. If ERV [fi] = 1, there should be at

most one valid tag choosing this slot. But the result shows

that more than one tag chooses the slot. Fake tags can thus

be detected. The detection probabilities Pr(ERV [fi]=0) and

Pr(ERV [fi]=1) of the above two sub cases are:

Pr(ERV [fi] = 0) = P0(N, f)PX(Nε, f) (2)

Pr(ERV [fi] = 1) = P1(N, f)PX(Nε, f)

+P1(N −Nε, f)P0(Nε, f)P1(Nε, f)
(3)

Let PFP
fi

denotes Pr(ERV [fi] = 0)+Pr(ERV [fi] = 1),
the total detection probability of three phase-detector over

the whole frame is:

P = 1− (1− (PFP
fi + PPP

fi ))f (4)

Note that P is a function with three parameters N, f and ε.
So we denote P as P (N,f,ε). With the fixed N and ε, the party

can choose f to adjust P (N,f,ε). In fact, we can provide a (1

- δ, ε) guarantee such that fake tags can be detected with

probability 1 - δ by computing f to satisfy the following

equation:

P (N,f,ε) = 1− δ (5)

In real applications, it may hard for the party to determine

ε as it has no idea how many fake tags the adversary will

inject. Fortunately, we can compute a lower bound of the

detection probability P (N,f,ε) which is proportional to ε. As

a result, the party can set ε as a small enough value, fix 1

- δ as a large enough value based on its requirement and

compute f based on (6) (using the lower bound instead of

P (N,f,ε)). If the real ε is larger than the fixed one, the real

detection probability P (N,f,ε) is also larger than the fixed 1

- δ.

Privacy protection: Three phase-detector cannot provide

strong privacy protection as it cannot update the internal

state of each valid tag in an execution instance. For example,

three phase-detector suffers tracking attack and thus, unlink-

able privacy cannot be guaranteed. Each time the reader

broadcasts a message R=〈r1||f 〉, a valid tag will choose a

slot fi=(kj ||r1) mod f to reply. Obviously, unless its secret

key kj is updated, the adversary can broadcast the same R
to trace it as it will always choose the same slot to reply.

Similarly, the forward privacy and forward and backward

untracability also cannot be achieved for the same reason.

B. Security of multi round-checker

The secure properties of multi round-checker is inherited

from [8] as we use the protocol O-FRAP proposed in [8] as a

sub protocol. As analyzed in [8], O-FRAP has the following

secure properties under UC framework:

• Mutual authenticity: when the reader correctly authen-

ticates a tag, it can be guaranteed that the tag is a valid

one. If a valid tag accepts a reader, it can be guaranteed

that the reader is a valid one.

• Untraceable privacy: the responses of a tag is uncor-

related so that the adversary cannot trace it.

• Forward privacy: Tags are easily compromised due to

its low cost design. When an adversary compromises a

tag, it can immediately get the secret information stored
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in the tag. O-FRAP guarantees that the adversary can-

not use the secret information to explore the previous

transactions of the tag.

Actually, multi round-checker consists of multiple rounds

of authentications. The authentication in each round can

be treated as a concurrent composition of multiple O-

FRAP executions. As the secure properties of O-FRAP are

proved under UC framework, such a concurrent composition

preserves these properties. Therefore, multi round-checker

inherits the secure properties of O-FRAP.

Fake tag checking: In multi round-checker, each tag in

a tag batch must be correctly authenticated at least once.

Based on the Mutual authenticity, a fake tag cannot pass

the authentication and thus, will be identified.

Privacy protection: Multi round-checker can provide the

following privacy protections:

• Unlinkable privacy: This property is directly inherited

from O-FRAP. Note that each tag also needs to choose

a random slot h(kj ||r1) mod f in a frame to reply.

As a valid tag updates its internal key kj in each

successful authentication, the adversary cannot use this

information to trace the tag.

• Forward privacy: This property is directly inherited

from O-FRAP.

• Forward and backward untracability: This property is

based on forward privacy. When a sender wants to

achieve forward untracability, it can runs an instance of

multi round-checker before transferring the tag batch.

On the other hand, if the receiver wants to achieve

backward untracability, it can also runs an instance of

multi round-checker when receiving the tag batch.

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we compare the communication efficiency

of three phase-detector, multi round-checker and two types

of privacy-preserving protocols: LAST [21] and ACTION

[1] by simulation. In the current literature, also various

privacy-preserving protocols have been proposed, many of

them are shown to be insecure or cannot provide enough

security properties in the subsequent works. As a result, we

choose LAST and ACTION, both of which are proved to be

secure, for comparison.

We set the parameters of the four schemes large enough

to guarantee security as follows:

• The random numbers used in all the four schemes are

64 bits.

• The output length of hash function used in ACTION is

128 bits.

• The output length of hash function used in LAST is 64

bits.

• The length of index information used in LAST is 64

bits.

Table II
COMPARISON OF COMMUNICATION EFFICIENCY.

tag size ACTION LAST multi round three phase
1000 113.6s 6.4s 4.8s 1.92s

2000 227.2s 12.8s 9.6s 3.84s

3000 340.8s 19.2s 14.4s 5.76s

4000 454.4s 25.6s 19.2s 7.68s

5000 568s 32s 24s 9.6s

6000 681.6s 38.4s 28.8s 11.52s

7000 795.2s 44.8s 33.6s 13.44s

8000 908.8s 51.2s 38.4s 15.36s

9000 1022.4s 57.6s 43.2s 17.28s

10000 1136s 64s 48s 19.2s

• The output length of hash function used in multi round-

checker and three phase-detector is 256 bits.

Since every bit consumes the same transmission time of

25μs on average [20], we measure the communication

efficiency by computing the time cost of data transfer (in

terms of bits). Consider a tag batch with N tags, we change

N from 1000 to 10000 and set δ=0.01 and ε=0.05. We show

the result in Table II.

We observe that the communication overhead of multi

round-checker, LAST and ACTION are 2.5, 3.3 and 59

times higher than three phase-detector’s respectively. This

is because the three former schemes require each tag to

exchange data with reader once and thus, the time consumed

for delivering the data is linear to the batch size. On

the contrary, three phase-detector uses both singleton and

collision slots in a frame to detect fake tags. Furthermore, we

do not consider the collision problem when evaluating the

communication overhead of multi round-checker, LAST and

ACTION. In reality, a tag does not know when to start a data

exchange instance with reader. If more than two tags start

data exchange instances simultaneously, Collision happens.

To avoid the collision, we need scheduling mechanisms to

assign slots for a batch of tags. For example, if we use

Framed Slotted ALOHA for scheduling, each tag needs to

exchange data with reader more than two times to avoid

collision. This means that the communication overhead

of multi round-checker, LAST and ACTION are at least

5, 6.6 and 118 times higher than three phase-detector’s

respectively. This indicates that three phase-detector enjoys

a mach higher communication efficiency than the remainder

protocols in large-scale scenarios.

In summary, LAST, ACTION and multi round-checker

aim to interrogate each tag in a tag batch to authenticate

them and protect the privacy of the valid ones. Such a

design incurs high communication overhead and thus, is not

convenient to deploy in the secure environment of supply

chain.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a bidirectional efficiency-privacy

transferable (BEST) authentication protocol to satisfy the
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dynamic requirements of RFID-enabled supply chain. The

most significant advantage of BEST is that it can balance

the privacy and communication efficiency dynamically. We

believe that our techniques will facilitate the deployment of

RFID techniques in supply chain.
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